PROPOSED AGENDA

1. TRAINING ACTIVITIES (L/6748)

2. COMMITTEE ON BUDGET, FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
   - Report of the Committee (L/6733)

3. GERMAN UNIFICATION: TRANSITIONAL MEASURES ADOPTED BY THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES (L/6730)
   (a) European Communities - Request for a waiver under Article XXV:5 (C/W/661, L/6759)
   (b) Communication from the United States (L/6751)

4. COMMITTEE ON TARIFF CONCESSIONS
   - Report of the Committee (TAR/187)

5. HARMONIZED SYSTEM - REQUESTS FOR WAIVERS UNDER ARTICLE XXV:5
   (a) Brazil (C/W/657, L/6755)
   (b) Hungary (C/W/658, L/6756)
   (c) Israel (C/W/656, L/6754)
   (d) Mexico (C/W/660, L/6758)
   (e) Pakistan (C/W/655, L/6753)
   (f) Sri Lanka (C/W/652, L/6749)
   (g) Turkey (C/W/659, L/6757)

6. URUGUAY - RENEGOTIATION OF SCHEDULE XXXI
   - Request for a waiver under Article XXV:5 (C/W/654, L/6752)

7. SENEGAL - ESTABLISHMENT OF A NEW SCHEDULE XLIX
   - Request for a waiver under Article XXV:5 (C/W/649, L/6732)

8. CANADA - IMPORT RESTRICTIONS ON ICE CREAM AND YOGHURT
   - Follow-up on the Panel report* (L/6694, L/6698)

9. CANADA - IMPORT, DISTRIBUTION AND SALE OF ALCOHOLIC DRINKS BY PROVINCIAL MARKETING AGENCIES - FOLLOW-UP ON THE PANEL REPORT**
   - Communication from the United States (C/W/646)

* L/6568.
** L/6304.
10. UNITED STATES - RESTRICTIONS ON IMPORTATION OF SUGAR AND SUGAR-
CONTAINING PRODUCTS APPLIED UNDER THE 1955 WAIVER AND UNDER THE
HEADNOTE TO THE SCHEDULE OF TARIFF CONCESSIONS
- Panel report (L/6631)

11. UNITED STATES - COUNTERVAILING DUTIES ON FRESH, CHILLED AND FROZEN
PORK FROM CANADA
- Panel report (DS7/R)

12. THAILAND - RESTRICTIONS ON IMPORTATION OF AND INTERNAL TAXES ON
CIGARETTES
- Panel report (DS10/R)

13. DISPUTE SETTLEMENT
   (a) Roster of non-governmental panelists
       (i) Extension of roster (C/W/653)
       (ii) Proposed nomination by Hong Kong (C/W/651)
   (b) Status of work in panels and implementation of panel reports
       - Report by the Director-General (C/175)
   (c) Canada/EEC Article XXVIII rights
       - Award by the arbitrator (DS12/R)

14. REPORT OF THE COUNCIL (C/W/650)

OTHER BUSINESS